
MYSTICISM and CHEATERS (2 of 3)
Mysticism is Essential Tool of all Parasitical Elites and New Cheaters

Mysticism is the 

‘destruction dis-ease’ 

because the mind blocks 

brain integration to erode 

our values

Anti-civilization can only continue

if man remains unaware of New 

Cheating tactics and destructive 

intentions

• CHEATERS use New Cheating—defined

as undetected usurpation of a livelihood

• Usurping values earned by others is 

unsuspicious swindling of money, power,

or values through clever manipulation

of dishonest rationalizations, non sequiturs, 

and mystical notions

- Parasitic elites have used New Cheating 

for millennia in hidden, unnoticeable ways

- New Cheaters are unnatural people,

some humanoids

- Will only continue if man remains ignorant 

and asleep listening to external authorities

Anti-civilization Cheaters and external 

authorities have used antiquated thinking 

to control, manipulate and

wrongly guide man for eons

through use of Mysticism

Essence of MYSTICISM is New Cheating: 

hidden dishonesty and laziness

• Mysticism is action based on dishonesty

and mind created realities

- Evokes, accepts or uses unreal notions

that create problems where none exist

- Is irrational; lets one act arbitrarily on 

subjective feelings which yield harmful 

actions and spoil beneficial emotions

- Uses reality by having emotions produce 

actions instead of Thinking for OneSelf

MYSTICISM today is dishonesty that evolves 

from using feelings or relationships to generate 

mind created realities

• Mind created realities create unnecessary 

problems and unnatural destruction because 

the brain cannot create reality

• The brain perceives, then integrates facts

of reality in order to control reality

• The mind creates its version of reality, which

is greatly separated/non-integrated

• Reality-creating mysticism is a perversion 

or dis-ease of human consciousness

New Cheaters use 

mysticism to imprison 

civilization into dead-

end thinking, eventually 

to the end of life
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Mysticism BLOCKS all brain integration to 

erode all values which breeds dishonesty, 

malevolence, and eventually death 

Mysticism is suicide on all 

levels: personal, family, social,

business, local, national,

and the world

Mysticism disintegrates 

the mind 
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